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_____ 1. balance

_____ 2. interest

_____ 3. deposit

_____ 4. teller

_____ 5. withdrawal

_____ 6. debit card

_____ 7. statement

_____ 8. branch manager

_____ 9. ATM

_____ 10. fees

Banking Buzz
Do you know the “buzz words” used at banks and other financial institutions (like credit
unions, thrifts, savings and loans, etc.)? Match the banking term in the left column
below with the correct definition from the right column. Write the letter of the definition
in the space in front of each term.

What are they?

A. Person behind the counter who takes
money, answers questions, cashes
checks, or refers you to the person
who can help you.

B. Money you add to your account.

C. Plastic card that allows you to pay for
goods and services at stores and
other businesses, with money com-
ing out of your bank account immedi-
ately.

D. Person who supervises the bank
operations and helps fix problems
that cannot be solved by other bank
workers.

E. Extra money in your account that the
bank pays you for keeping your
money at that bank.

F. Computer where you can deposit,
withdraw, or transfer money from one
account to another 24 hours a day.

G. Charges for services, supplies, or
penalties.

H. Process of taking money from your
bank account.

I. Amount of money you have in your
bank account.

J. Report that lists the transactions in
your bank account during a particular
period (usually one month).
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Write the correct term on the lines below.

1. ___________________________________________________

Financial Institution
Your City, State, Zip code

I/We apply for a withdrawal from my/our Account # 

at your financial institution in the total amount of:

Signature:

DATE

YOU MAY BE ASKED TO RE-SIGN THIS SLIP IN THE PRESENCE OF THE TELLER

CASH AMOUNT $

CHECK AMOUNTS $

$

$

$

Signature:

2. ___________________________________________________ 3. ___________________________________________________


